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• 25661 POLYSAFE MEDICAL - bulk
• 25660 POLYSAFE MEDICAL - with box
They are a vital part of any infectious disease control 
programme for eye protection. They provide a wide field of 
vision and excellent optical quality. Designed with top and 
side shields to protect eyes from every angle. They can fit 
all head sizes comfortably, and have superior optical clarity. 
Autoclavable. Norms EN 166:2001. Multilingual instructions: 
GB, FR, IT, ES, PT, DE, NL, SE, PL, HU, RO, BG, GR, Arabic

• 25667 PROTECTIVE GOGGLES 5X7 - fog resistant and anti-scratch
Superior quality goggles with excellent optical quality, high 
protection and maximum comfort. Optical quality: Class I.
Protection against high speed particles-low energy and lateral 
protection. Protection against optical radiations to standard 
EN 170. Ultra light, soft pad technology temples, adjustable in 
length. Norms: EN 166.

• 25659 GIMASAFE - box of 10 pcs
Transparent protective goggle. Norms: EN 166.
Goggles are individually packed and can be sold individually.

Designed to fit comfortably over prescription glasses

Full browguard protects top 
of eye area

Packed in cardboard box

• 25263 OP-TEMA GOGGLES - black - anti-scratch
Lightweight full view polycarbonate lenses, resistant to 
abrasions. 
Built-in moulded brow bar. 
Adjustable nosepiece, temple length and lens angle.
100% UV Filtration
Norms: EN 166, EN 170.

• 25257 X5-PRO GOGGLES - blue - fog resistant and anti-scratch
• 25258 X5-PRO GOGGLES - black - fog resistant anti-scratch - 
box of 25
Temple length and inclination adjustment by snap motion. 
Protection against high speed particles - low energy and 
lateral protection. Protection against optical radiation.
PPE regulation (EU) 2016/425, EN 166:2001.

• 25260 505 UP GOGGLES - fog resistant, anti-scratch
Protection against high speed particles - low energy and lateral 
protection. Protection against optical radiation to standard EN 170.
- extremely light 24 g only and encircling
- elastic structure, extremely flexible and resistant
- optimal comfort and fit thanks to the soft adjustable nosepad
- neck cord included in the packaging

• 25261 506 UP GOGGLES - green - fog resistant, anti-scratch
• 25262 506 UP GOGGLES - pink - fog resistant, anti-scratch
Same as 25260 without neck cord, with below additional features:
- panoramic wrapping lens
- temple regulation in length and inclination
- soft terminal tips to eliminate local pressure

PROTECTIVE GOGGLES

EN 166 FT

EN 166 FT

25257
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Only 30 g

Instructions in: GB, FR, IT, ES, 
PT, DE, NL, DK, SE, FI, NO, PL, CZ, 
HU, RO, HR, SI, BG, GR, Arabic

New temple for 
a better ergonomy

Size: 
150x165x55 mm

Weight 25 g
Weight 28 g
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Soft Pad 
technology

Adjustable 
temple in length

Designed to fit 
comfortably over 
prescription glasses

Lateral
protection

Instructions in: 
GB, FR, IT, DE, 
ES, PT, NL, DK, 
NO, SE, FI, GR, 
PL, CZ, SI, HR, 
HU, RO, BG, 
RU, TR, SA, JP.


